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 ODDLink can perform a complete OBD II scan by itself. It also can download data from a compatible vehicle's diagnostic port
to the computer for detailed analysis. ODDLink is a portable diagnostic tool for troubleshooting and repairing automobiles. You

can install it on your iPhone or Android and transfer ODDLink data to the computer. Additional tools are available for the
iPhone and Android versions and are included in the app purchase. WHY DID I NOT KNOW ABOUT THIS APP? ODDLink
was not listed in the iTunes App Store. We found this out through our marketplace searches and it gave us a bit of a shock when

we found it. WHAT IF I WANTED TO INSTALL THE APP? ODDLink would probably not be much help if you wanted to
use it on a computer. If you want to use ODDLink on a computer, you would need to purchase a license for it. IS THE APP
USING MY WIFI? The app has its own wifi network, and if you are within range it will use it. It is designed to connect to a

computer for data analysis, but you can use ODDLink on the iPhone or Android without it being in range of a computer.
WHERE IS THE APP INSTALLED? ODDLink has been installed in the background and is not discoverable on the home

screen of the phone. It does display on the home screen of the Android version. WHY DID ODDLink NOT SHOW UP IN THE
APP STORE? ODDLink is a very popular app and it was only recently added to the App Store. I think it is a bit disappointing

that the app was not listed in the store at all because it does so many things you probably use ODDLink for. WHY DID
ODDLink APP WORK FOR MY WINDOWS PHONE? ODDLink has been designed for the iPhone and Android operating

systems. Windows Phone was not even considered when developing ODDLink. HOW DOES ODDLINK WORK? The process
of the app is fairly simple. You first connect to the device to receive the ODDLink activation code. You then connect to the

ODDLink app to connect to the device via wifi, and then the ODDLink app will display the OBD2 code. If you were not
previously connected to the device, it will prompt you to connect via wifi. It's an easy process and it can be done 82157476af
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